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About This Content

You're thirsty. So thirsty. Why did you come here? So thirsty... You open a potion bottle to drink it, but it evaporates before
your eyes. You must press on, despite the flames. You tread carefully, but somehow your clothes are burning. The terrible

Hellhound awaits, eager to consume your very heroism with its fiery maw. Best of luck, adventurer...

This DLC includes the Cinder Plains dungeon card for One Deck Dungeon.
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good time killer game. Is this a good game? Don't know. Crashes during the tutorial.. I have to say that this DLC is... okay. Save
for one glaring flaw. The new Master, Zamasu. It's like DIMPS looked at one of the most hated parts of the base game (the
ridiculous training missions where you HAVE to input very precise combos) and decided to add them to EVERY one of
Zamasu's training stages. But on top of that, decided to boost the difficulty even more by not having you face against a
stationary target, like the other missions, but instead against a max level AI that spams the special attack of that stage, due to
having infinite ki, health, and stamina.. A tough one. I mean it did not cost much and it is ok to play. Not bad, but it is also very
shallow. There is simply not much to it. Guess it is supposed to be retro, but even the retro games had more than this.

It is alpha though. If the game developes in some time, i will change the recommendation.. This game is pretty broken.
The movement feels weird, the hitboxes seem inaccurate, the graphics are meh, sometimes when you try to jump it doesn't
recognize it and you will just fall. This makes the game pretty diffucult and really frustrating.

But the worst thing of all is: you will get addicted. YOU CAN'T STOP PLAYING ANYMORE. you need to get to the next
checkpoint and even your girlfriend in underwear won't stop you from reaching your goal.

This is why i will give this a positive rating without a doubt. I recommened this game!. I love beat'em ups and Bud Spencer
movies, but this is not fun. I also love the art style, but...
Fights to easy and repetitive, no challenge there. But the real problem are the mini games. I stopped when I got to hot dog eating
contest. 3 minutes !!!! of some sort of rock-band game play.
Too bad.. fun game
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7/10
I like this, and I recommend it. There are very clunky moments, and I encountered a number of clipping bugs, but it is
challenging, scary and fun. Well worth the money, but be aware that there is only 60 minutes playtime here.. This game
surprised me. It is a fun combination of genres.. vEry good gaem gr8 gampley much lore much hentai titis reel fun

RATING 69/10 GOOD GEAM. This is a great little racer. Nothing special except solid cars, good handling, and stupid AI.
Really makes me feel good inside to win every race because the computer is so stupid. Play it if you like racing games and want
to boost your self-esteem.. This game holds a lot of promise, and is a fun hack and slash through and through with only a few
small problems. For a cheap game with a small dev team they really did impressive work. The story isn't bad, and i genuinely
enjoyed a few of the characters, but this games fun doesn't come from the story, as while its somewhat enjoyable, but it isn't
something that you'll remember very well, but gameplay, that's the star here.

The gameplay of both playable characters are very enjoyable and different in how you approach combos, Asaru has a wide array
of skills, with his briefcase allowing quick successive hits, his cards can be used as explosive shots to launch enemies and
continue combos, and his umbrella which feels very Vergil-esque in how it plays, and all these moves flow well together, and the
Overclock usable by both characters allows you to move at super speeds, and slows enemies down, this allows for small bursts to
follow up what would otherwise be a combo ender. Amelia plays different, as she has her fists and pistol, and her meter she
builds up, which can be used for certain moves, including a ground punch that does massive damage, the easiest way to build up
her meter is to parry, but keeping up the offense also works, she has a array of punches and kicks that allow for variety, and the
pistol can be used DMC style to hold an enemy in mid air during a combo, and an unlockable staff that frankly I didn't find all
that fun or useful, but its more to her depth, even if she was good enough without it.

All in all, anybody who wants a fast paced, hack and slash game with good gameplay should give this game a shot.. thirteenth
game in sakura bundle since 2014! another visual story with pleasant graphics; i was comparing the game to a first one - boobs
are becoming bigger; girls clothes (hm... maybe not clothes but lingerie) are becoming more and more - unreal? sophisticated? i
mean when in first games gilrs wore something you can hardly buy for your gf, in this last one... you definitely won't find this
overcomplicated stripes with bow-knots anywhere ))) so all that is left to do is to own the game )))
. Overall a good game for the current price.
Pro:
+ Looks good
+ The shooting is pretty spot on
+ Love the aesthetic's
+ The few people I've played with were pretty nice and relaxed
+ The time to complete a level never really feels like it goes on to long

Cons:
- On two of the levels the AI would get stuck and we'd have no way to kill them (they eventually wandered out, so I'm not sure if
that was just luck or what)
---- (https:\/\/imgur.com\/vIt549v) In this image, where the arrow is pointing, a blue jeep would get stuck back there every time
we played. Eventually it worked it's way to us, but some times it would take up to 3 or 4 minutes. We were really close to
quitting when it finally popped it's head out
---- (https:\/\/imgur.com\/e7Ietsm) Here was a similar case, one of the enemies got stuck behind something up there and we
couldn't get to it each time. Eventually it worked it's way out.
- It doesn't feel like you get enough coins for building when playing. I'm not sure if it's just because I'm playing on the second
difficulty or what. But with the consistent lack of coin it never feels like we can get an interesting set up going for the coming
waves.

Ideas:
= Coins: as I stated, I'm not sure if you get more on higher difficulties. But it would be cool if there was a small multiplier for
"kill streaks" whether it's from just you or your team combined. The faster you kill things in a row the more coins you get for
the total kills at the end of the streak? I figured making it streak related would work because in order to beat the level you have
to kill everything anyway, so it wouldn't make a ton of sense to give coins per kill (to a degree I suppose). eg, the better your set
up and the faster your team kills things, the more coins your team splits to build cooler defenses.

= There should be an option in the menu to kill yourself and go through the respawn process. A couple times my teammates
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would get stuck in things and they were pretty much just...screwed. So we had to beat the level, down a man. If he could have
just hit a button to die, would've brought him back in to the fight!

= This is kind of nitpicky, but It would be nice if the color of the barbed wire placements (and tank traps) were a color other
then green. Only because when you have a ton of little army dudes running through, it becomes really difficult to actually see
and aim at them.

Overall, it's a good game that I can't wait to see what the developers continue to work with.. garbage lol
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